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Project Definitions – Success and Failure 

“Success" in megaproject management is 

typically defined as projects being delivered 

on budget, time, and benefits. 

 

“A project is considered a failure when it has not 
delivered what was required, in line with expectations. 
Therefore, in order to succeed, a project must deliver 

to cost, to quality, and on time; and it must deliver the 
benefits presented in the business case”.  

 



A Snapshot in Alberta …  

Numerous past oil & gas projects in Alberta have experienced 
significant cost overruns in past two decades, making Alberta one 
of the notorious places in the world for mega project FAILURES.  

Major  Projects (2016 >$1B) 
 

Suncor Fort Hills Mining Project 
§2013 initial estimate $13.5 Billion 

§ 2017 current EAC $17.0 Billion 

 

Northwest Refinery Upgrader 
§2010 initial estimate $5.7 Billion 

§ 2018 current EAC $9.7 Billion 

 

Imperial Oil Kearl Mining Project 
§2013 initial estimate $8.0 Billion 

§ 2017 current EAC $12.9 Billion 

Data compiled by J. Zhao (copyright) 



A True Story in America  … 

VC Summer nuclear power station, one-third 
completed, was abandoned in South Carolina on 
July 31, 2017. Construction on the Westinghouse-
designed, 2,200-megawatt generating station 
started in 2013 and was scheduled to be completed 
by 2018 at a cost of $11.8 billion.  
 
Scana Corp. and South Carolina Electric and Gas, 
stopped work after estimated completion costs 
ballooned to $25 billion and the construction 
schedule was extended well into the 2020s. The 
decision to halt the project came four months after 
Westinghouse declared bankruptcy. 



A Reality in the World  … 



Cost Increases over Phases – Mega Projects 

Concept 
DBM 

EDS Class 3 

Detailed Eng. Class 2 

Execution 

FACTS 
73% megaprojects had schedule overrun;  
64% had cost overrun – PC Expo   
Actual costs were 59% higher than original cost 
estimates – E&Y  
65% of the (300) mega projects studied failed 
to meet their business objectives - IPA 

59% EY 

54% JZ 

TIME 

COST 



Dr. Flyvbjerg – World Infrastructure Projects 

Of 245 large hydro dam projects in 65 countries, the cost 
escalated on average by 90% between the final approved 
budget and the completed project.  
 

Of 258 infrastructure projects in 20 nations worth US$90 
billion (constant 1995 prices), substantial cost escalation is 
the rule rather than the exception, average cost escalation:  

 - Rail    45% (SD=38),  

 - Tunnels/Bridges  34% (SD=62) 

 - Roads    20% (SD=30).  
 

Cost escalation appears a global phenomenon. Estimates 
have not improved and cost escalation not decreased over 
the past 70 years; Estimates used in decision-making are 
misleading … but such financial risks are typically ignored. 



Dr. Flyvbjerg – Conclusions 

If an original cost estimate is questionable and deceptive, 
the estimated Total Installed Cost (TIC) won’t be reliable 
and trustworthy regardless how rigorous the quantitative 
risk analysis process is for the contingency. 



Projects Failures – Science Direct (2015) 

The following factors are deemed significant threats to 
successful delivery of major projects: 
 
• An unrealistic time and cost budget without risk reserves for 

contingencies;  
 

• Unstable and delayed decision making processes with weak 
project delivery organization;  
 

• Frequent changes in key personnel in project organization;  
 

• Manipulated and late communication with stakeholders;  
 

• Weak contract management and knowledge in contract law;  



How did these Projects Fail? – CII (2016) 

Competence & Capability 
 
• Inadequate size, skills, and experience of project management 

team within owner’s organization; 
 

• Project Management Team’s or Key Individual’s Optimism Bias, 
Over-confidence and Complacency; 
 

• Limited Capable General Contractors or Managing Contractors;  
 

• Underperforming Contractors or Key Subcontractor with 
required management skills, systems and sophistication; 
 

• Unavailability of Qualified & Experienced Craft workers / trades; 



Causes of Project Failure – CII (2016) 

Regulatory Complexity & Delays 
 
• Complex Regulatory Requirements, Processing & Approval time; 

 
• Ever Changing and More Stringent Environmental Regulations; 

 
• Jurisdictional Complexities with various Governmental layers; 

 
• Misalignment of Execution Plans and with Partner organizations; 

 
• Inadequate Overarching & Integrated baseline Project Schedule; 
 
• Logistical Challenges and unexpected key Materials / Equipment 

delays either during manufacture or shipment (more likely); 



Why did so many Projects Fail? – IPA (2012) 

• Sponsors are not to share risks and rewards with others. 
 

• Unrealistic schedules for engineering and construction. 
 

• Insufficient preparation of investment proposal & definition 
 

• Insufficient upfront investment planning and preparation. 
 

• Unrealistic budget reduction / cost estimate cuts (because of 
owner’s pre-defined investment budget). 
 

• The contractors should carry the risks - relatively little risk is 
actually passed but a substantial premium is paid nonetheless.” 
 

• Beat up project managers for cost overruns & schedule delays. 



Is Project Failure an Accident or Systemic issue? 

There are millions of 
reasons why projects 
failed but let’s leave 
that investigation to 
academia to find out 

Now here in Alberta  
We need to look at our 

problems and issues 



June 2013 Fcast 

June 2016 Fcast 

Alberta Crude Production (2016) 



Alberta Crude Production (2018) 



Alberta’s Pipeline Bottle Neck (2016 vs. 2018) 

2016 less than 4M bbl/day 

2030 less than 5.5M bbl/day 

Approved for construction 2016 

Approved for construction 2016 

Pending NEB Approval 

It is almost certain that without 
these pipelines built, projected 

oil production & supply in 
Western Canada continues to be 

depressed and discounted.  



Our Own Alberta Solutions – 2018  

Key Issue:  
Big International oil companies have left Alberta oil sands 
with investing capitals; our crude is heavily discounted. 
 
Solution:  
• Change government policies for competitiveness 
• Reduce regulatory red-tape and bureaucracy process 
• Owner companies lower their compensation structure 
• Attract and Retain competency of PM Professionals  
• EPC and GCC to reduce their fees and overheads 
• Improve skill-sets and Increase trainings on trades 
• Enhance business efficiency and work productivities  
• Decrease project costs and align with global benchmarks 



Major Projects in Alberta 

Total Major Projects in Alberta  CAD$180 Billion (2019 – 2026) 
  Proposed   CAD$128 Billion 
  Under Construction  CAD$52 Billion 
Top 12 Major Projects    CAD$88 Billion (2019 – 2026) 
  Proposed    CAD$74 Billion   
  Under Construction  CAD$14 Billion  



Management of Major Projects 

Who are to manage the 

planning and execution of 

these Capital Investment 

Projects in Alberta? 
 



Project Manager 

Statement: 
 
Professional project managers live to manage and execute capital 
construction projects on daily basis. Their managerial styles may be 
different but they all strive to make their projects successful. 
 
Questions: 
 

Is project management a profession?   
 

Who is more qualified to manage and execute those major projects if 
project management does not meet the standard of the definition of 

profession?  
 
Should only project management professionals be blamed for project 

failures ? 



Profession and Project Management (1) 

- Is occupationally related to an institution (e. g. PMI) 
concerned with an identified area of knowledge, 
established & maintained as a means of providing 
essential services to the society. 
 

- Renders a specialized service based upon advanced, 
specialized, knowledge and skills (e.g. educational 
degrees in PM) 
 

- Collectively, and individually, possess a body of 
knowledge (e.g. PMBoK) and a repertoire of 
professional skills & culture. 



Profession and Project Management (2) 

- Is organized into one or more professional associations 
which, within broad limits of social accountability, are 
granted autonomy in control of the actual work of the 
profession. 
 

- Is bound by a distinctive ethical code in its relationships 
with clients, colleagues, and the public. 
 

-  Is charged with a substantial degree of public 
obligation by virtue of its possession of specialized 
knowledge. 



Project Management - Conclusion 

Is project management a profession?  
 
No - if the benchmark is the practices of the 19th / 20th centuries, 
as the professional associations do not control the right to practice 
as a project manager. 
 
Yes - in the paradigm of the 21st century, PMs are well on the way 
to being a ‘modern profession’ based on professional associations. 
 
While the ‘right to practice’ project management is never likely to 
be regulated as we don’t threaten public safety in the way doctors 
and engineers can, the desire of employers to engage professional 
project managers—capable, qualified and ethical people—is 
already becoming apparent. 



Project Management – Confused 

Now project management is a profession  
 

Should the “professional” project managers be penalized, 
either financially or criminally, for “professional negligence” if 
their projects failed to achieve the expected goals of budget, 
time and benefits (just like doctors and engineers)? 
  
 
Yes – project manager is hired for his competence and ability  
 
 
No – project’s success is a collection of individual contributors 



Chain Links: PMs and Business Owner 

Owner Business  
VP / PD 

Viability & Economic Returns (IRR / RoI) 
within given budget and in-service date 

Owner Project  
PD / PM 

Complete on budget and on time 
at a controlled budget & duration 

EP / EPCM  
PD / PM 

Complete per budget and schedule 

EPC / Contractors  
PD / PM 

Complete under budget and schedule 

Budget 
& time 

Budget & Time 
& Benefits 

Contract 
T’s & C’s 



Blame Game or True Failure 

Now which PM is to be blamed 
for the failure of the project ? 
 
 
 
 

 

Criteria  Questions 
Budget Cost Over-run Is final TIC within an expected 

percent range per IRR sensitivity?  
 

In-service schedule delay Does the delay impact commercial 
agreements or just revenue? 
 

Benefits not realized Is design or workmanship bad? Or 
does O&M encounter big issues?   



PM’s Contingency, as cure to Cost Over-run 

To avoid cost overruns and schedule delay, 
why can’t PM add more contingency to cost 

estimate and project baseline schedule? 
 

• doesn’t make the cost estimate more accurate  
 
     BUT 
• does increase the confidence level of under-running 

the approved project budget and schedule 
 
          AND WORSE 
• jeopardizes project economic returns (ROI) or chances 

of winning competitive bids (The Benefit) 
 



Mysterious Contingency 

Contingency is surely needed to add to an 
estimate to achieve certain confidence level, but 

 

An overly stated contingency kills project’s viability ! 

P50 

$5.73B 

$5.9B 

P95 



Diagnosis and Facts – D. Safari (2017) 

Problems obviously exist in the industry but they are really 

centered around the team competency and project dynamics: 

 

• Not All owner companies have core competencies in-

house for executing mega-projects; 

 

• Not All EPC or GC companies have expertise to manage 

mega-projects’ planning and execution; 

 

• Not All leaders are skilled to lead a multi-disciplinary 

team to combat the challenges of mega-projects.  

 

• But have all of the following issues 
 
• Lack of vision, strategy, leadership,  ownership and accountability 
• Indecisive, no retention plan,  Lack of competency & mentoring 
• Lack of Mega-projects mindset, can-do attitude, and culture 



How can PMs reduce the risk of Project Failure? 

People 
attitude, 
culture 
mindset 

Leadership 

vision 
determination 

mentoring 

RISK 

Decision-making 
- no accountability 
- by others 
- not executable 

Communication 
- lack interfaces 
- ad hoc changes 
- no retention plan 



• A clear vision and a strong political will;  
 

• An independent and stable project delivery organization 
implemented at an early stage;  
 

• A charismatic, highly professional project director;  
 

• A sound financial setup from the start of the project based on a 
realistic business case;  
 

• Adequate procedures for legal consents with fall-back options;  
 

• A comprehensive and systematic stakeholder management 
with open communication;  
 

• A stringent change management process. 
 

Factors of Project Success – Science Direct (2015) 



Factors of Project Success – D. Safari (2017) 

• Construction driven by a high performance owner organization 
with clear vision and defined expected outcomes. 
 

• Accountability for decision-making and supporting execution of 
such decisions to satisfy stakeholders 
 

• Structured for consistency but agile for changes that drive the 
integrated task force team to the success  
 

• Plan the execution per the well defined Scope of Work and carry 
out by highly qualified contractors 
 

• Encourage professionals to challenge the impossibilities, to 
explore opportunities & to excel their expertise for success 
 

• Do not change the rules of the game during the game 



Before the Conclusion … 

For sustaining capital and small O&M projects, PMs 
often than not came under the budgets …..by 50%. 
   

Is this a project success? -  It is really a crime! 
 
Unnecessarily the limited capital funds are tied and 
committed to these projects that are apparently not 
needed, and the optionality or opportunity costs are 
totally lost. Moreover, the company may have to 
incur the AFUDC* that is not of a necessity.   

*AFUDC = Allowance for Funds Used During Construction 
 



Conclusion and Summary 

To all Project Managers,  
 
Project Management is an art and also the science; it 
is a professional act practiced by an individual or the 
team of experienced and competent professionals 
working together in a multi-disciplinary setting. 
 
With required education, training, deep knowledge 
of project know-how and decision-making, all PMs 
will succeed in minimizing the probability of project 
failure by following the PM “Best Practice”.  

 



THANK YOU, from Riskcore Team 

www.riskcore.ca                        jzhao@riskcore.ca                       1 587 352 6698 

Specializing in Project Risk 
Management and 

Quantitative Risk Analysis 
Supported By Proprietary 

RISCOR™ Monte Carlo 
Simulation Model  

OUR PROMISE: To provide value-added project 
management and risk analysis, data analytics and 
benchmarking services     

 

OUR EXPERTISE: To focus on specialty and niche 
skills by working with competent & experienced 
professionals collaborating as a team   

 

OUR SERVICES: To timely deliver promised  
scope of work with right expertise within the 
quoted budget for the expected quality       
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